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Shadowfang Keep Under Seight

Warfront Redridge Update:
The Ashen Vale, Coldridge Company, Lionguard,
Mystic Knights, and even a Salty Sea Doggo who found
his way inland, held back the Horde onslaught of
Lakeshire!
Next was a push to the keep and a victorious rout of the
Horde defenders
sending them
back to the
Burning
Steppes!
The Horde has
been quiet after
that, with only a
few seen around
Stormwind testing defenses.
Leaked intel suggests they may attempt another attack
soon.
Will the Horde
make their final
push to
Stormwind’s
gates?
Kill Order
Meeting in Boralus

For the longest time The Hounds
have occupied Old Shadowfang
Keep, right outside of the walls of
Gilneas. Their mission is to protect
the land-based gateway into Gilneas
in hopes that it may one day be
restored to a united land that thrives
and welcomes its allies
within. Upon completion of an
intensive mission on Kalimdor, the
Hounds returned to their Keep in
Forsaken Hands. It seems that
while they were away, the remnants
of what was driven out of Undercity

have now taken refuge within
Shadowfang Keep. Current intel
suggests that they are manufacturing
and experimenting with various
forms of blight in order to release it
once more upon the lands, currently
overseen by Chief Plaguebringer
Harris. The 7th Legion, under the
command of Captain Tobias
Zaren, have retaken the surrounding
Pyrewood Village and have the Keep
under siege.
After facing defeat at the Keep,
the Hounds evacuated to the city of
Gilneas. Taking inventory of what
they had left and checking rosters,
they have redispatched their forces
to their old stomping grounds, the
camp where the Gilnean Liberation
Front once stood. General Tiberius
Iceguard, Commanding Officer of
The Hounds stated, "From here we
will work alongside the 7th Legion
and fight to clear the Forsaken from
the Keep and remove the blight from
our lands."

Tasty Treats submission by Yongfere Blackpaw, Redwood Tribe

Just in time for Suramar Story Night, Yongfere Blackpaw delivers up another tasty treat!

Suramar City Skinny Wraps (actually called "crepes" by them)
1 cup flour
2 chicken eggs
1/2 cup milk(kodo preferred)
1/2 cup water (generally clean)
1/4 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons butter, melted
In a large mixing bowl, whisk together the flour
and the eggs. Gradually add in the milk and
water, stirring to combine. Add the salt and
butter; beat until smooth.
Heat a lightly oiled griddle or frying pan over
wood burning stove. Pour or scoop the batter
onto the griddle, using approximately 1/4 cup for
each crepe. Tilt the pan with a circular motion so
that the batter coats the surface evenly.
Cook the crepe for about 2 minutes, until the
bottom is light brown. Loosen with a spatula, turn
and cook the other side. Serve hot!
Fair warning! Get to them before the Pandarens or there will be none left during Storytelling.

Editor-in-Chief’s Corner
Apply today for your
Press Pass!
Warning: Does not
appear to work at the
Zandalar docks when
Alliance are present.
Earth Mother… watch
over me… uh, us!

What Happening in Azeroth

Chief Corner Continued

Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane

Contributor: Editor-in-Chief

Cross-faction Events Only in this Section:
Friday May 24
6:45 PM Completion of the Redridge Warfront
9:00 PM Suramar Story Night

Summer!

Saturday June 1 (Week 1 of 4)
7:00 PM War of the Plaguelands – RP-PVP

The Barrens swelters.

Micro holidays
Glowcap Festival May 27 – It is time for the annual
mushroom festival in Zangarmarsh, and the
sporelings need a hand!
Darkmoon Faire June 2- 8 – Two rock bands,
rollercoaster, and arena combat to the death! Don’t
forget to visit the Faire!
June 6 - 8 Thousand Boat Bash – Time for a
Summer Break! And thankfully, Deathwing’s
Destructive wake has left a beautiful lake for
boating. Head down to Thousand Needles and get
started!

An’she burns as he traverses the sky,
taking longer and longer each day!

Feralas is muggy, the air dense beneath the
dense forest.
The Plaguelands feel like they are waiting,
silent and smoldering.
The lands are ripe for hot tempers and
flaring nostrils.
And Silithus – A sword sits waiting in the
burning desert forgotten in the heat of
battle between Horde and Alliance.
Watch as the battles heat up and An’she
travels on and on in the heat of the longest
days known to Azeroth.

Azeroth Sports
8 contestants

1 Winner

3 Contests

Kick Fish Skills Invitational Results
As spectators, contestants, and Redwood Times staffer gathered in Shattrah’s Sports Arena, 8 contestants
gathered to compete for 35,000 gold, sponsored by The Redwood Times.

Leading the pack was Alucard (Mad cause bad), followed closely by Jangatal of Might of the Loa, and Captain
Jenn Celeste from the reputable Salty Sea Doggos (a second member of the crew also competed). Additional
contestants from Soulshatter Clan, The Ashen Vale, Redwood Tribe, and Desolate Conclave rounded out the field.
The scoring was extremely close, especially in the second competition, Closest to the water’s edge, where
contestants had three kicks to get their whitewater carp through some tricky terrain and closest to a giant tree.
(pictured below)
While some of the
contestants were
already Kick Fish
stars, aspiring team
captains that wish to
join the K.F.L. should
be getting some of
the new contestants
on their payrolls!
Especially this determined cat leaping over the onlookers while the
rest take the long route around! (pictured right)

Meanwhile:

The new Sports Commissioner, Kaitohutohu Swiftpaw had been seen earlier in the area but was distracted by
orphans from a nearby shelter and sought to lend a hand
entertaining and introducing them to Kick Fish.

Great Hunt – A Study of Bats
April 25, 2019 – Hunters from the Redwood Tribe met in
Revantusk Village to assist the Trolls there with a bat
infestation… or so it seemed.
Led by Sunwalker Maholta Firetotem, Leidolfr, tour guide
and restauranteur, and joined by Chibs, a recruit of the
Knights of Mysticism, searched and finally found a “Big Bat”
(pictured left).
The Bat seemed to be overwhelmed at first, and then it
showed another side to itself, transforming into an even
Bigger Bat! (see below).

Undaunted, the hunters risked life and
limb to defeat the bat, with only one
hunter left standing. As Leidolfr roused
Chibs and began to tend to his wounds,
the bat transformed again spewing
blight all around it before collapsing

into a pile of bones. Confused but victorious, the hunters
learned from Stanton Creed of the Desolate Conclave that
the bat had had a nasty reaction to some kind of Plaguebat
serum. The hunterswent back to Revantusk to nurse their
wounds and prepare for the next hunt, grateful as always
that the Earth Mother was watching out for them.

More Calendar Events by Faction
Your Weekly Calendar – Where should you be by faction?
Monday Night: Horde has opened up a new Speaker’s forum at
the Zandalari docks and/or in the Valley of Strength. Here is a
picture of one of their foremost speakers.(see associated article
Prepfoot Proselytizing below)

Tuesday Night: Dwarves should meet in the Orgrimmar Portal Room. Expect an extended stay while
Horde factions finish their weekly meetings:

Wednesday
Night: The Ashen Vale and Lionguard should meet in the
Orgrimmar Portal Room. Meanwhile, Redwood Tribe can
be found fishing in Boralus. And spreading the Prepfoot
Gospel! Eventually, Redwood returned to Orgrimmar and
gathered friends to chase the Alliance away!

Thursday Night: Find a
Dwarf by the name of
Bierta and you’re in the
right place for a lively
time! (no picture at this
time… she’s hard to get
a picture of …for
reasons). Good luck to
my fellow horde that find
her or her friends.

Friday Night: Apparently there is some happenings out in Redridge where the Horde and Alliance are
knocking each other out.

Or once a month, the Horde are hosted in
Silvermoon City by the Guardians of
Silvermoon. Look at that kitty standing between the mean ol’ warlock and the Warbrave of Redwood. You
know the Horde, if they aren’t fighting the Alliance, they are fighting each other.

Saturday Night: Coldridge Company and friends found
their way to Silvermoon City. Editor sees no Horde
were invited, and Azeroth Sports will need to sponsor
more Saturday night activities for both factions to
attend to keep them from attacking each other’s cities.

Sunday Night: History and Military lessons with new leader
Ren Stoneheart of the Mystic Knights located in the heart of
Dalaran. What a quiet and peaceful place!

Find Your Fortune

Redwood Shenanigans

By: Farseer Mayalen Highmountain

Photograph by Bahka Firetotem

New Candy Cane Tribe

May the Earth Mother bless
you with bountiful fortune!
(see new link above to find
this month’s horoscopes.
Entertainment purposes
only)

Even Warbrave Torahate Redwood has been corrupted!

Prepfoot Proselytizing by Orithwa Snowtail
It was a balmy evening on the Zandalar docks, when Orithwa Snowtail from the Prepfoot Tribe, who
thrive on the coast of Highmountain, stepped up the stairs and to the front of the fountain. He removed
his hat and placed a friend, an insect, on his head and began to spread the word of his Prepfoot
Chieftain.
The message was simple; prepare for
Deathwing’s return.
Members of his new tribe, Redwood, stepped
forward to greet their brother and cousin, only
to be surprised at the message, and further
confused as more particulars were revealed.
• Deathwing only slumbers,
awakening soon to remake the world
yet again.
• Prepare by gathering unsalted meat and chickens to milk
• Journey to Highmountain to the ice caves found in Snowblind Mesa – Where better to wait
out the fiery breath of The WorldBreaker, former Earth-warder, and Aspect of Death?
Maholta Firetotem and Leidolfr, Redwood Tribe members, were on hand at the outset were later
available for comment.
Per Leidolfr, a restauranteur in Orgrimmar, he and the renowned Sunwalker Firetotem both protested
mightily about the food storage of unsalted meat and the wisdom of milking chickens.
Sunwalker Firetotem tried to point out that Deathwing had been killed after the Cataclysm, but that was
met with skepticism by the speaker.

A suggestion was made that there might be more of an audience in Orgrimmar, and Leidolfr jokingly
suggested that the Prepfoot should make his case to the Warchief. The speaker leaped at the suggestion
despite the calmer head of the Sunwalker. Another Redwood member, Bahka Firetotem, joined them
and they set off for Orgrimmar.
Orgrimmar certainly supplied a more wonderous audience for the speaker, who now placed a gas mask
over his features while he positioned himself in front of the Warchief’s spiked audience hut in the center
of the Valley of Strength.
The message was the same,
and nothing could dissuade
the speaker from choosing
chicken milk over goat, or
cooked and salted meat for
preservation over
unsalted. In fact, the speaker
had a sack of unsalted,
spoiled and maggot ridden
meat with him, which he
plopped down for all to see.
Per other onlookers, the message seemed a bit dire and strange, and they hope they are not subjected to
unsalted meat in the future.
Still, a message of preparedness should not go unheeded in a time of war, as assaults continue on
Orgrimmar under each passage of Mu’sha.
Editor’s Note: On a personal note, I hope that Deathwing does not make a miraculous return, for as
much as Maholta Firetotem is one of the most sincere and caring and greatest storytellers amongst all
the history of Shu’halo storytellers, I truly hope that he is not revealed to be the Earth Mother.

Tales from the R.A.S.
Desolate Disclosure AS#██
The Gleeful Goo
AS#██ is an oozeling comprised of sanguicell, gelatinous biomatter, Holy Light and Arcane
magics. AS#██, referred to affectionally by Desolate personnal as Blobert, was created by
accident during experiments conducted by Apothecary ███ while working on Project
Cornucopia.

AS#██ shows intelligence far beyond any other
recorded ooze with it's behavior suggesting it is entirely
sapient. AS#██ is incapable of speech but
communicates enthusiastically with humanoids using a
series of coos, gurgles and popping noises
accomplished by shifting it's form to create the desired
sound effect.
Most notable however is the effects of direct physical
exposure to AS#██ - a common occurrence as it tends
to 'glob' onto anything friendly that comes into range of
it's psuedopods. Those exposed to AS#██ report
feelings of intense joy, with fits of laughter and smiling
being common side effects.
AS#██ seems aware of
it's effects and shows a determined interest in 'cuddling' any
nearby creature it perceives to be malcontent. AS#██ has proven
to be an effective treatment for individuals suffering from
depression, PTSD and even the Grave Shock common in newly
risen Forsaken.
Deployment of AS#██ for medical treatment or simply to boost
morale is currently authorized.

Crime Beater by Nahkona Bloodtotem
New Reports as of 5/20/19
Orgrimmar guards report sightings of a gnome dressed in a duck costume waddling up
to the gate. When asked Orgrimmar guards for a comment they said, “little gnome
waddle up to gate in duck costume, quack, then run giggling.” Guards suspect the act is
harmless but are asking civilians to remain cautious.
A transport ship leaving Ratchet headed to Booty Bay carrying Swiftsilver Cartel
merchants and their merchandise had taken on water while pulling into the Booty Bay
harbor. Estimated damages to the ship and the merchandise was reported upwards of
100,000 gold. Swiftsilver’s clean- up
crew was sent immediately onboard.
Bruisers are currently investigating the
cause of the ship taking on water.
One source, an Engineer by the name
of Blastcap was overheard suggesting
it was an inside job out of Ratchet and
not Kezan Trade Mercantile as the
Bruisers are suggesting. Investigative
reporters are in the process of sending
interview requests to new Cappo
Debrah Screwwhip J.D. who is now in
charge of the Cartel. Editor-in-Chief of the Redwood Times has a keen eye on the
investigation and was overheard muttering the name “Blastcap” a few times around the
Bluffs.

Stormwind guards have reported the
body of a Dwarf being found in an alley
in the Old town district. Guards have
asked to avoid that alley until the
investigation is over. Foul play is
suspected but natural causes have not
been ruled out. However, the
merchants interviewed volunteered
testimony that he was not attempting to
purchase one of the Champion’s
Treadblades two days ago and found to
be lacking the funds to do so. Of
course, no one asked them, and
detectives are being dispatched. Good
luck Paulie and Lenny.
Kul Tiras Marines
Making the Cut
The Kul Tiras Marines held a graduation ceremony at the Proudmoore Naval Academy
in Boralus on Saturday May 4th, inducting the first graduating class since Kul Tiras
rejoined the Alliance. The tight knit military organization welcomed eight new members
who stood in front of their peers as they received acknowledgement for their
training. Branton, Derzis, Hyperion, Jordrend, Savaraa, Saltzfyre and Serenyssa all
were commission as Marines. In addition, Professor Brown was formally acknowledged
as having completed his training on the Marines’ boot camp drills in his distinguished
position within the research and academic faculty of the Academy.
Aside from their brothers and sisters in the Kul Tiras Marines (KTM) representatives
from Clan Battlehammer, Lionguard and Gnomish Army were also present. The training
involves a grueling process of events that teach the basics and fundamentals of what it
takes to be a Marine of Kul Tiras. Obstacle Courses, classes, combat training, physical
fitness – all incorporated in their boot camp process. “Kul Tiras was built upon the
power of our Navy, the tenacity of our people, and our devotion to the Sea. These eight
newly commissioned Marines came from many different walks of life. Some are natives
to Kul Tiras, others are from the mainland and one is the very first Draenei to join our
ranks. No matter where they are from, they have answered the call to protect that which
makes Kul Tiras strong – and embrace that which makes us all Kul Tiras
Marines.” Said Captain Nearo Shadowbane, Commanding office of the 5 th Marine
Reconnaissance Brigade.
Vigilants of Proudmoore
Trouble Amongst the Vigilants
The Vigilants of Proudmoore, sworn retinue of Lady Jaina Proudmoore, have
established themselves in Kul Tiras alongside the new Lord Admiral. From the island
kingdom, they labor tirelessly to turn the tide of the Blood War for the Alliance and to
protect the provinces of the realm. Jaina Proudmoore was badly wounded in the Battle
of Dazar'alor and has had to rely on her Vigilants' support more than ever while she
recovers. Plutan Nighthoven, her Legate, has led the Vigilants on a quest to recover the
fabled Gift of Aessina, a druidic artifact that might restore Jaina to health. But Plutan has

gone missing in Horde territory, and other forces, including a corrupted demon hunter
and his hellish thrall, the red bear, also vie for control of the Gift.
The Vigilants gathered on the Cliffside alongside the Maelstrom in Darkshore in attempts
to cleanse a fellow Vigilant, Ferador. Uranon, in a terrible demonic form and wielding
the Rod of Domination, ambushed the Vigilants with a huge, corrupted red bear during
the cleansing ceremony. Chaos broke out; hadn't Uranon been cleansed of his demonic
corruption by Aerowyyne herself? Was this red bear Plutan, fallen back into
corruption? There was little time to ponder as Uranon sent a blast of dread power from
his Rod at Aerowyyne, casting her and Ferador over the cliffside and into the roaring
rapids below. The Vigilants frantically attempted to defend themselves, but the demon
hunter and red bear moved swiftly. Charging at the most obvious target, the Red Bear
crashed into Bran'allus, the Lightforged, and after a brief but terrible battle, forced him
over the edge of the cliffside, his life spared thanks to the intervention of Wynry, who
even with lightning agility was only barely able to avoid the bear's terrible maw. Uranon,
his blows flying with terrifying speed, disarmed Thagnar and stabbed him through the
chest, casting him over the cliffside even as the dwarf roared in defiance. Wellgunda the
Nixie attempted to stave off Uranon's advance but was no match for his terrible power.
Her last act before being slain was to rip one of the Apples of Aessina from Uranon's
Rod, which the rogue Wynry retrieved before retreating. Throughout all this, the Red
Bear had been locked in battle with Grute Moonclaw, tooth and claw, rage and blood. If
the bear was indeed Plutan, then he was battling his own Thero'shan, and without
mercy. His strength too great for the cat to overcome, the bear clamped his jaws about
Grute's neck and snapped it. As the Vigilants retreated in horror, he mauled the corpse
of the fallen arch druid to a chum of fur and guts as Uranon laughed. But it was not the
end, for Nikodaemos, the Draenic Shaman, arrived and heroically retrieved Wellgunda's
body, saving it from desecration. Nevertheless, the casualties had been severe.
The arch druid Grute Moonclaw and the water elemental Wellgunda were slain. The
Vigilants are in chaos, looking to Wynry, a void elf rogue, for leadership in Jaina's illness
and her Legate's absence. Can they stand together in this trying time and overcome
these challenges? Only time will tell...
Coalition of Azeroth
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:
CC:

ALANARIL CHO
SAWYER FELSHOT
RE: AZERITE THRONE
YEAR 33, MONTH 5
YARON YAGER

AFTER MONTHS OF RUMORS AND WHISPERS, NOT TO MENTION SEVERAL ATTEMPTS TO
STEAL VANGUARD HARDWARE, THE COALITION OF AZEROTH WAS CONTRACTED TO
INVESTIGATE HORDE MERCENARY ACTIVITIES.
WHAT STARTED AS A ROUTINE INVESTIGATION AND RECON MISSION QUICKLY SHIFTED
TO AN ASSET SEIZURE/DENIAL MISSION.
THE AZERITE THRONE WAS MENTIONED DIRECTLY BY NAME. ALONG WITH THE
PROMISE THAT IT WOULD TURN THE TIDE OF THE WAR FOR WHOEVER CLAIMED IT.
THE VANGUARD TOOK OFF IN PURSUIT BOUND FOR SILITHUS, THE DESTINATION THE
MERCENARIES WERE CONFIRMED TO BE HEADING TOWARDS.

BLOWING THROUGH HORDE CHECKPOINTS AND TERRITORY, A MASSIVE EXPLOSION
ROCKED THE EARTH AND SCATTERED THE CLOUDS. THE SWORD OF SARGARUS WAS
GLOWING AND ACTIVE ONCE MORE. MAGNI WAS NOT HAPPY TO SEE ANOTHER ARMED
GROUP AT HIS CAMP.
HIS PREVIOUS VISITORS LEFT MOST OF THE GATHERED SHAMANS DEAD OR WOUNDED.
WILL FOLLOW UP SHORTLY
SAWYER FELSHOT
COMMANDER OF THE VANGUARD, COALITION OF AZEROTH

Baast Duskwing - Alliance
My character's name is Baast, full RP name Baast Duskwing. She runs with the Salty
Sea Doggos and her official title and position within the guild is bartender.
Baast was born fifty-two years before the opening of the Dark Portal, in the small
Northaeron town of Kirthaven. From a very young age she wanted nothing else than to
be a Storm Rider. She found that she did not have the gift of shamanism, but she did
have a tremendous connection to animals, and a natural affinity for tracking. She's spent
a long time as a soldier and scout, fighting across many lands and even other worlds.
She spent over twenty years trapped on Outland, where she met her husband Garioch.
When the Twilight's Hammer invaded the Highlands, she was one of the first to answer
the call and help her Clan.
After the defeat of the Burning Legion, Baast decided she was done with soldiering. She
established Duskwing Brewing Company with the savings she built up during her time as
a soldier. Her specialty is Darkbrew Lager, a dark, malty, refreshing beer that her
customers have grown to love. Brewing is Baast's life, but she still loves adventuring.
She joined the crew of the SS Doggo in order to have a way to distribute her wares, but
she always ends up diving headlong into the various conflicts the crew finds themselves
in. More importantly, she's always there at the bar to pour drinks afterwards!
Baast also hosts the Tap Takeovers that can be found every Tuesday Night at 9 PM
CST in the Blue Recluse – Stormwind.
Dragrosh Doombringer – Horde
The name is Warlord Dragrosh Doombringer of the Soulshatter clan. Dragrosh's age is
estimated to be from 110-80, prolonged due to Fel magic. Birthplace was in
Shadowmoon Valley. As for some other specifics he is usually in a blood lusted state but
attempts to control it during events. He has a heavy connection to the Twisting Nether,
allowing him to travel in and out of it or regenerate if his physical form is destroyed.
Normally enjoys watching targets burn or suffer, either from him or his demons. His main
hobby is exploration and further studying of the Nether. As for dislikes he mainly hates
elves, the overly righteous, and shamans.
https://tiltify.com/@mogpolice/salty-sea-doggos-for-kids/rewards SSD Charity Raffle
for St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital The Real Deal – Ends 6/1/19 Winner gets to
choose an in-game store mount if you win. Donation $5
Summer BBQ featuring The Ashen Vale and Redwood Tribe

As the Summer temperatures rise, so does the humidity in the dense lower forests of
lush Feralas. As many a traveler has learned, when it is raining you want it to stop, and
when it stops you wish it would rain to wash away the sweat that lies heavy on skin or
fur.
The Ashen Vale is fortifying Feathermoon Stronghold, the heart of The Forgotten Coast,
amassing new members and growing stronger every day.
Redwood Tribe has crossed the ridge of the Southern Barrens and journeyed into the
lower wilds, seeking shelter in Camp Mojache while scouting nearby Wildwind Lake and
other areas surrounding the Shu’halo outpost.
What are the Shu’halo seeking?
Will The Ashen Vale seek to gain a further foothold in Feralas?
Stay tuned as these mighty forces clash deep in the heart of Feralas!

